
UK unemployment fell unexpectedly to the lowest since 1974 as people dropped
out of the workforce at a record rate. The UK government said 3.5pc of adults were
looking for work in the three months through August, down from 3.6pc the month
before and a rate not seen since 1974. Economists had expected no change at
3.6%. The figures add to concerns about labour shortages in the UK, which are
making it harder for companies to find the staff they need to expand. It's also
fanning wage increases and inflation, which the Bank of England has vowed to fight
with higher interest rates. Average earnings growth excluding bonuses accelerated
to 5.4pc, the Office for National Statistics figures reported. This rate is still little more
than half the rate of inflation, meaning a sharp squeeze in living standards for
millions of households in the UK. The Bank of England has raised interest rates
seven times since September and money markets are pricing an aggressive 1
percentage-point increase when policy makers meet in November. This will heap
pressure further on households. 
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Market Moves

Equities: Overnight their were big falls in Asian stocks driven by
weakness in the major Asian semiconductor stocks , some of which
were down by over 7%. This was on the back of the announcement at
the weekend of new U.S. export curbs on technology equipment and
a hawkish Federal Reserve, although Chinese indexes were supported
by a couple of strong earnings forecasts. The US curbs were
introduced to slowdown the use of components that might assist in
the manufacture of advanced armaments in Aisa. In early trade in the
UK the Bank of England acted again to stem a collapse in Britain's £2.1
trillion government bond market by announcing a move to purchase
inflation-linked debt until the end of this week. The BoE said it would
buy up to £5 billion of index-linked gilts per day to run alongside
same-sized purchases of conventional long-dated gilts.
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Commodities: Oil prices slid overnight, extending losses of nearly 2% in the
previous session, as a stronger U.S. dollar and a flare-up in COVID-19 cases
in China raised concerns of slowing global demand. Brent crude futures fell
21 cents, or 0.2%, to $95.98 a barrel. COVID-19 cases in the world's second-
largest oil consumer rose to their highest since August. Its services activity in
September contracted for the first time in four months, as pandemic
restrictions weighed. The EU gave its final approval for a new batch of
sanctions against Russia including a price cap on Russian oil exports.
Week ahead: The third quarter earnings season reports begins this week 
 we are expecting to see another uptick in economic warnings from
corporate executives about the current state and outlook for their
businesses. Earnings estimates are widely expected to be cut in the main
regions, however still remain in positive territory for the most-part. Pepsico
and ASOS will kick off proceedings on Wednesday, and will be followed on
Thursday by the likes of Wells Fargo, BlackRock, Delta Airlines, and
Walgreens Boots Alliance. Friday will then see releases from UnitedHealth
Group, Morgan Stanley, JP Morgan, and Citigroup. These will be followed
next week by some of the major technology companies.

Currencies: Asian currencies fell further on Tuesday, while the dollar
neared a new 20-year peak after hawkish signals from the Federal
Reserve gave little indication that the central bank intends to ease up
on interest rate hikes. The dollar index and dollar futures rose 0.2%
each on Tuesday, extending gains into a sixth straight session

In a trading update for the year to the end of September, the convenience food
manufacturer has reported a "progressive" improvement in revenue and operating
profit, supported by continued volume growth and significant recovery of inflation.
In a trading update for the year to the end of September, the company said its full
year revenues rose to about £1.7 billion from £1.3 billion the previous year. It said
its full year adjusted operating profit and adjusted earnings per share were at the
lower end of the respective ranges of £72-£77m and 9.2p-10 pence due to the
impact on volume and operations of UK rail strikes and the unscheduled UK bank
holiday in September. The company said it was working with its customers and
supply partners to mitigate the ongoing impact of the persistently high inflation
across the industry on consumer prices. The company said "We don't currently see
an impact as consumer demand has held up well, however we remain watchful and
cautious about the potential impact of cost-of-living factors through the year ahead,"
The shares closed at 69.30 and are expected to open slightly weaker at the start on
the earnings being at the lower end of forecasts. 

Greencore Plc

Robert Walters PLC 
The British recruitment firm Robert Walters this morning reported a jump in its
quarterly gross profit, supported by robust hiring as competition heats up to fill
vacancies. The company, which specialises in the likes of accountants, legal, and
tech staff, said its gross profit rose to £112 million for the quarter ended Sept. 30,
compared with £91.8 million a year earlier. The shares are expected to open slightly
higher in early trading. 
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